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PR AISING
In a remote desert in southwest USA, Antelope Canyon is one of the most surreal and seductive places
on Earth – setting the scene for this season’s boldest looks. Writer and one-time resident Richard Grant
pays homage to the spectacular landscape. Photography by Kate Martin. Styling by Laury Smith

ARIZONA
ROCK STAR

Ruffle dress, £370, Solace London at
Net-a-Porter (net-a-porter.com). Boots,
£250, Jayne Pierson (jaynepierson.co.uk)
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Valley of the Sun

ou climb down into a narrow world of
stone and light, echoes and shifting
colours. It feels like nowhere else on
Earth, but the mind can’t help searching
for comparisons. I think of stained-glass
cat hedral w indows and t he art ist James Tur rell, whose
underground light sculptures are inspired by these Arizona slot
canyons. Hiking through these polished stone chambers,
staring up at a narrow slit of sky, I think of Gaudí’s wildest
buildings in Barcelona, but no human has ever created
anything quite this beautiful.
There are seven of these canyons in the red rock country of
northern Arizona. Cardiac Canyon and Canyon X are remote,
although well worth the scramble. Antelope Canyon is the most
accessible, and probably the most spectacular. In the summer
months, when the sun is at the right angle, glowing shafts of light
penetrate the shadowy depths of the canyon, altering the colours
of the rocks around them, before slowly dimming and fading
away. This cleft in the earth, with its flowing, curving, rippling
walls, has an inescapably feminine quality, and ranges in colour
through pink, umber, orange and vermilion.
From Las Vegas, drive east for four hours across a vast empty
desert. Crossing into Arizona, the ground turns ochre, and red
rocks rise up in pillars, battlements and monuments, with the
Grand Canyon plunging away to the south. Antelope Canyon is
near the small town of Page on Navajo Nation territory, and is one
of the more remote spots in the southwestern US desert. Las Vegas
is 283 miles away. The other closest city, Phoenix, is 296 miles away.
The canyon has two distinct sections and their Navajo names
do them better justice than their English equivalents. Upper
Antelope Canyon, translated from its Navajo title, is ‘The Place
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W here Water Runs Through Rocks’. In
English, it’s known as The Crack. It’s the
easiest of the two sections to reach and
navigate. No climbing is required, and beams
of light reliably reach the canyon floor all
summer long.
Lower Antelope Canyon is known to the
Navajo as ‘Hazdist azi’, or ‘Spiral Rock
Arches’. In blunt English, it’s The Corkscrew.
You used to be able to climb down makeshift
wooden ladders into the tight sw irling
narrows, until the ladders were swept away in
the terrible flash flood of 1997. It was never
suspected that a flood was coming, because
so little rain fell at Antelope Canyon. But an earlier thunderstorm
had deluged the canyonlands many miles upstream. Hours later,
a wall of water came roaring through the canyon.
It’s these violent weather events that have created the delicate,
intricate, almost impossible beauty of Lower Antelope Canyon.
Like all slot canyons, this one began as a crack in the surface
rock. Aeons of flash floods scoured out the canyon and sculpted
the soft sandstone walls. The wind has helped with smoothing
and polishing. After the flood, metal ladders and stairs were
bolted in place, and a weather radio placed at the canyon
entrance. Only guided tours are allowed.
Sometimes, if you’re very lucky, thin columns of trickling sand
will fall through the air and pass through the broader shafts of
light. Photographers live for these moments, but slot canyons are
difficult to photograph. The contrast is so extreme between the
light and the shadows, and the light won’t stay still. It bounces
back and forth between the rocks. It glows and dims.
To the Navajo, these are sacred places in a sacred landscape
that is always changing, eroding and cycling through seasons.
Like most visitors, I find them otherworldly and hallucinatory.
This is because I’m a creature of cities, woods and fields, an alien
in this stark landscape of carved stone.
Only when I’m leaving Antelope Canyon do I notice one of its
most important and remarkable features. There on the fine
ochre sand on the canyon floor, among the human footprints
and tripod marks, are the tiny tracks of lizards, mice and a
ringtail cat. Then I hear the sweet descending whistle of a bird.
T hese slot ca nyons look a s smoot h a nd immacu late a s
a sculpture, but they support life, too, and this seems like the
final miracle.
@richardgrant4

RIPPLE EFFECT

Knitted geometric
print top, £608, and
matching skirt, £645,
both Versace (versace.
com). Heels, £495,
Nicholas Kirkwood
(nicholaskirkwood.com)

Explorations

DESERT ROSE

Trench coat, £590,
Malene Oddershede Bach
(maleneoddershedebach.
com). Necklace, £570,
Rozaliya Jewelry
(rozaliyajewelry.com)
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BOULDER SISTER

Embroidered macramé
dress, £5,297, sandals
with carretto print,
£1,100, gold-plated
earrings, £440, and
necklace, £868, all
Dolce & Gabbana
(dolcegabbana.com)

LADY OF THE CANYON

Flower print shirt, £1,104,
and mini balloon skirt,
£1,068, both Emanuel
Ungaro (ungaro.com)
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RED OUT LOUD

Knitted dress, £2,915,
Missoni (missoni.com).
Boots, £1,117,
Laurence Dacade
(laurence-dacade.com)
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HIGH LIFE ENTERTAINMENT

LAYER LINES

Bomber jacket, £597, and skirt with tassels, £747,
both Alice + Olivia at Selfridges (selfridges.com). Body
suit, £450, Cushnie et Ochs (cushnieetochs.com)

LON
USA

Canyon X is open from 8am to 4pm in summer and from
8am to 3pm in winter. Tickets start from $40 (£30) for an
adult; book your tours at antelopecanyon-x.com. Many thanks
to Lake Powell Resorts & Marinas, lakepowell.com, and
Arizona Office of Tourism. visitarizona.com
@katemartinphoto
@laurysmith
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WAY TO GO From 27 March 2018, British Airways will fly
directly to Las Vegas (Nevada) three times a week
from London Gatwick. BA also flies daily to Las
Vegas and Phoenix (Arizona) from London Heathrow.
Flight times: around ten and a half to 11 hours.

FLY AND DRIVE Book Avis car hire and your flight together
at ba.com for the best deals. Executive Club
members will be able to add an additional driver
for free and earn additional Avios. ba.com/avis

Hair and make-up: Victoria Bond at Frank Agency, using Elemis and Aveda products. Model: Wanessa Milhomem at Photogenics LA. Representation: Kate Martin (Angeli & Co);
Laury Smith at Kathrin Hohberg (kathrin-hohberg.de). Stylist’s assistant: Ella Gaskell. Production: Melissa Lawford. Prices correct at time of going to press

Watch Edward Enninful and Marc Jacobs debate fashion today at the
Oxford Union, on board (selected flights).

